The LC2150 Plug-In Tru-Universal Lamp Module operates all dimmable lighting types and loads (up to 300W) using the home's existing grounded electrical outlets. Its patented Tru-Universal technology automatically adapts to any load or combination of loads attached to it, eliminating flicker, early dropout, or pop-on deficiencies which can plague other non-adaptive dimmers. radiant RF Lighting Control and Your Home

Features & Benefits

- Operates all dimmable lighting types and loads (up to 300W) via the mobile app
- Easy-to-install using the home's existing grounded electrical outlets
- Integrates with Legrand's intuity and third party home automation systems
- Fully compatible with the radiant: RF Lighting Control and adorne: Wi-Fi Ready lighting control devices
- Voice activated control with Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa

Specifications

General Info

- UPC Number: 804428033066
- Countries Of Origin: China
- Product Line: On-Q

Listing Agencies / 3rd Party Agencies

- cULus Listed: Yes

Additional Information

- RoHS Conformant: Yes